ITEA Award of Excellence for International Research Project EMPHYESIS

September 10, 2021

PikeTec member of award-winning research project
PikeTec has contributed to the ITEA collaborative research project EMPHYESIS aimed at establishing the new “eFMI standard”. Today, we can humbly announce that project EMPHYESIS received the ITEA Award of Excellence for this achievement.

Accelerating model-based development of embedded software
Together with partners from the industry and academia from Belgium, Canada, France, Germany and Sweden the group, led by BOSCH, set out the foundation to develop a workflow and tools in a way that eases the use of physic-based models/functions in embedded software with “better code and less effort”.

Read the official press release by ITEA here.

Feel free to follow us on Linkedin or stay tuned by subscribing to our Newsletter which we send out once every quarter and upon new releases of TPT.